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The fundamental element which is common to all the other forms of the word is called……………..

suffix prefix stem infix

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A ....................... usually changes a word from one part of speech to another.

prefix stem verb suffix

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following choices is an adjective made out of noun?

excellent wealthy activity failure

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Cosmology is the study of ………………

rock formations skin and beauty treatment

the universe the geography of the earth

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The ruler had been so cruel and dishonest that after the revolution he was banished. A few

members of the senate opposed this decision, but the majority voted that the ruler should leave

the country forever.the word "banish" means ....................

exiled jailed

killed by stoning punished by whipping

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

An organized list of related items or ideas is a basic definition of a(n)……………..

summary outline presentation glossary

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Analyzing the organization and relationship of ideas is the purpose of outline in………………

writing studying concentrating reading

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The kind of writing students will be mainly concerned with in their studies is called………………

imaginative expository literary description

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ability to see words on either side of the point at which our eyes focus is called……………

careful instruction   important skill

peripheral vision   purposeful practice

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The normal rate of speaking English is ………….words a minute.

180 to 200 185 to 220 160 to 180  200 to 220

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The most important idea about a topic in a paragraph is called………..

paragraph pattern paragraph development

general statement main idea

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The history of each word,  indicating its origin and developing through different languages before

it became an English word refers to …………………

derivation usage

general information part of speech 

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A paragraph pattern which is organized for the purpose of clarifying a particular point is

called……….

definition analogy description analysis

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Words which substitute for other words and refer back to ideas that have already been expressed

are called…………..

reference phrase topic example

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What kind of connectives is used in the following sentence?

Defeat was obvious, nevertheless, the players continued to try their best to win the game.

addition cause result contrast

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A Latin term that means “in the same place” and refers to the immediately preceding footnote

reference is called…………

Ibid Op. cit Index preface

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A paper on which you write the call number, author, and title of the book you want, your address

and name is called a …………

card catalog carrel sample call slip

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One source of information in a library deals with reference books, such as ............. and

dictionaries.

encyclopedias journals periodicals magazines

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Basicallg in a(n) ...................... exam , you are limited to selecting the right answer from a group of

possible answere.

comprehensive essay-type subjective objective

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

..................... means writing your points, one in a list or in outline form.

Enumeration Illustration Discussion Comparison

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The dictionary which contains all the words of the language and will be found in the reference

room of any library is called a(n)         .............. dictionary.

abridged college size academy unabridged

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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After a certain period of time, ......................... are removed, bound in volumes, and shelved in the

stacks.

atlases yearbooks bibliographies periodicals

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The only authority an English dictionary has is its completeness, its accuracy in reporting the fact,

and its………..

frequency of usage different pronunciations

recency of publication efficient readers

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the area of meaning of  the prefix circum- in a word like circumference?

behind down among around

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of the stem "mit" in words like "transmit" and "submit"?

hand send follow pull

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following symbols represent the pronunciation of the underlined consonant sound in

the word judge?

/t�/ /�/ /�/ /d�/

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Of course the course is difficult, but that’s no reason to give up. The underlined idiom

means…………

continue contribute stop excuse

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following spelling is WRONG?

grief chief leisure weird

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of the italicized words in the following sentence?

“The income per capita of Southeast Asian countries is very low.”

by accident  by heads by profit by disadvantage

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The most important information regarding a word is its……….

meaning pronunciation spelling stress

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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